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Amber success

Wood inspired entrepreneurs

It is seldom that anyone can get
something for nothing nowadays, 
but that is not Amber’s recent
experience. Amber has access to a
seemingly endless supply of wood
off-cuts, which is great, but how best
to utilise it? Clearly another
challenge for the Amberteers!

So the ‘wood competition’ was
launched with the remit, how could
the wood best be used that would
save it from going to landfill and that
might be a budding small business or
even give some Amberteers the
chance to start their own? Teams or
individual Amberteers had to come up
with the idea, draw up a business

plan showing how it would work, the
market, the profit and loss, and the
start up costs. Then it was a
presentation ‘Dragons Den’ style.

The ideas, working models and
presentations were excellent. 
I was very impressed.

Amber challenge

When Ashley Court was first
purchased by Amber in 2003 a
public meeting was held in Jubilee
Hall, the purpose of which was to
make the residents of Chawleigh
village aware of the aims of Amber
and to give them an opportunity to
raise their concerns. The general
opinion of those attending that
meeting was that the new arrivals
would not have a good influence on
the village, in truth the very opposite
was anticipated. In the six years that
Amber has been here there have
been very few incidents of bad
behaviour; in fact their influence has
been for the good. Where invitations
have been extended Amberteers have
been only too willing to be involved
and help in local projects.

On Saturday the 9th August Ashley
Court opened its doors to visitors,
providing them with an opportunity
to meet and talk to Amberteers, to
tour the facilities and to discover
first hand what goes on there.
Unfortunately the weather spoiled
the outside activities but it did not
in any way detract from the warm
welcome one received on arrival.
Having seen the art room and the
garden projects we were then shown
the short Amber film which showed
activities undertaken by Amberteers;
the film also featured Amberteers
who were able to tell their
experience of life at Ashley Court
and the effect that it had had on
their lives and their future. This
small documentary was very moving

and gives strength to the ethos
followed by Amber, whereby
hundreds of young people have been
given a chance to grasp a helping
hand and in doing so turn their lives
around. There are various courses
that provide qualifications, do
wonders for self-esteem and that
motivate young people to further
achieve and move on to useful
employment. Each Amberteer is
encouraged to have a dream and
work towards a goal and every 
effort is made to help them attain
their ambition.

There are around 30 young people
at Ashley Court who will stay for an
average of 6-7 months. Those that
we met were polite and helpful.

There are of course no guarantees,
but the very fact that there is a
place for those individuals wishing
to change their lives is inspiring. 
A large number of young people
with drug and alcohol related
problems have passed through the
Chawleigh home and have managed
to turn their lives around. We can
only wish Amber all success in their
future efforts, to continue to provide
a lifeline to those unfortunate
individuals who having reached rock
bottom genuinely desire to improve
their lot.

George Wood, Chawleigh resident

“Many people who come to Amber will have been seen as a threat, a nuisance and
someone to be avoided by the community in which they live. However, by working with
the community, taking a pride in the area they live and meeting local residents,
Amberteers have found that they are actually valued and in return they enjoy working
on local projects and giving something back to society. We are very grateful to local
residents for making Amber part of their village life and I hope they see Amber as a
resource that they can call on for help.”  

Charles Drew, Chief Executive          

Ideas ranged from garden planters to
grass edgings, pet coffins to bird
tables, picture frames to fuel for wood
burning stoves and BBQ’s. There was
a special prize for the pet coffin idea,
I am sure every child would like to see
their pet budgie buried, once dead,
with dignity in a mini budgie coffin
rather than the usual shoe box and
gone would be the days of goldfish in
a matchbox. We will take orders!!!

Teams at both Ashley Court and
Bythesea Lodge won prizes for the
best business plan and best
presentation. The best idea that
could be used was won by a team 
at Bythesea Lodge for their planters.
These are already being made and 

Amber supporter, Roger Llewellyn, 
sadly died this year. Roger was a keen
supporter of Amber and helped us
over a number of years. He was one
of life’s characters who was interested
in people and genuinely wanted to
help whenever he could. Amber and a
number of Amberteers will always be
grateful to him; he will be sadly
missed and fondly remembered. 

as I write will be on display at a
Virgin Mobile fun day.

Once again the talent of Amberteers
has shone through, well done everyone. 

Charles Drew, Chief Executive



New Amber courses 

We have recently introduced a Level 2
Outdoor Activity Leadership Programme
(OALP) to run alongside the Teamwork,
Leadership and Communication (TLC)
course. This enables Amberteers to
achieve the full level 2 certificate in
Outdoor Activity Leadership equivalent
to five GCSE A to C grade. Amberteers
have to work hard to complete portfolios
in excess of 250 pages as well as being
involved in skills based learning in some
of the following subject areas: preparing
to lead, leading and ending lessons,
role model behaviour, health and
safety, weather, first aid, climbing,
canoeing, navigation, leading problem
solving activities. 

John Farrer, Team Leader

Amber programme
All ‘trim’ at Ashley Court

Ashley Court’s new ‘Trim Trail’ has been
used to great effect since it was created
this summer, both as a route for a
leisurely stroll and as a house ‘relay
race’ and there are plans for an Amber
Trim Trail Time Trials (what a tongue-
twister) so that levels of fitness can be
measured and improved on…what a
great resource!

It was all hands to the spades and
shovels as the project began and
pathways were widened and cleared 
of tree stumps, stinging nettles,
brambles, wild garlic and any other
general unwanted ground cover. It took
some time until we reached the first
‘hurdle’…a steep bank which previously
had only been ‘descend-able’ by holding
onto a knotted length of rope tied to a

Amber programme

‘The Choice is Yours!’

Once again, Amberteers at Ashley
Court wowed audiences with their
talent for drama. The Devon and
Cornwall Youth Criminal Justice Board
asked Amber to put on a short play
for an event in Falmouth as part of a
public consultation exercise to
publicise the work of the YCJB. 

The play took the form of a Game Show
called ‘The Choice is Yours! to show
that the perceived perpetrators of crime
are sometimes victims themselves. The
Amberteers wanted to get across the
message that prison didn’t work for
them but just made them better
criminals and that they found it even
harder to be accepted by society and
live a normal life when they left prison.
The game show’s hosts, Judge and Jury,
were shown flashbacks depicting
scenes from two contestants’ lives
before questioning the motives and
actions and presenting the contestants
to the audience for their verdict. The
play was so well received that we have
been asked to work in conjunction with
the YCJB again in the future.

Ros Bolt & Samantha Davey, 
Team Leaders

A new development and a change of name

Two years on and the ROB project at
Ashley Court is developing further.
The intention of the project, which
involves making garden ornaments, 
is to give Amberteers an insight into
running a business. Some
Amberteers quickly mastered and
enjoyed the art of producing the
ornaments and decided a shop on
site should be the next step. While a
more common cause for a delay in
building premises tends to be
financial, in this instance it was a
nest full of chicks but by August
they had spread their wings and
flown and just in time for the
Ashhley Court Open Day, the new
shop opened with its new name,
‘Amber Garden Products’. All
customers are welcome!

Sarah Pratt, Team Leader

Next generation David Baileys!

Amberteers invited the public to view
a superb display of photographs they
had taken as part of a basic
marketing, design and photographic
workshop project funded by the
Wiltshire and Swindon Rural
Renaissance Programme and overseen
by Graham Vaughan Training Ltd.
They used the skills they learnt in the
workshops to draw up a business plan
with projected costs, choose the right
venue and refreshments within a
budget, market the event to people as
if they were actually setting up a
small business and of course, take
photographs properly and edit them.

The photographic exhibition was a
defined outcome having worked
together and understood what graphic
designers, photographers and
marketing experts do. Along the way
they had also designed leaflets to
market Amber’s storage units.

Empowered to achieve

Amber believes young people are
empowered to achieve through their
efforts and this has been proved by two
Amberteers successfully securing
NatWest Community Cash Awards
through The Prince’s Trust for two
distinct projects that will benefit other
young people. Callum’s project is
running DJ workshops which he hopes
will benefit local youths looking for
something to get involved in. Other
Amberteers will also be able to learn DJ
skills with a view to holding events in
the local area and it is planned to
expand the project to schools. 

Kevin’s project
is teaching the
therapeutic
benefits of
fishing. He will
plan and manage
fishing trips for
Amberteers,

often on Amber’s canal boat, teaching
them fishing techniques and related

A huge thank you to all those who
worked so hard on the project…there
are too many to mention (and you
know who you are)…it just goes to
show what can be achieved by
working together, problem solving,
drawing on each others talents and
expertise, and sheer hard work!

Ian Chattington, Team Leader

tree and hoping for the best…and then
there was the rickety old bridge over a
stream at the bottom to negotiate. By
now we had the expertise of a senior
Amberteer and the hidden talents of
some of the (then) new Amberteers and
so went to work, not only putting in
steps down the steep bank but also
constructing a bridge…no mean feat!

The finished bridge was as solid as a
rock… something that couldn’t be said
for an existing smaller ‘bridge’ near the
start of the trail, which an Amberteer
had fallen through whilst emonstrating
this bridge’s so-called strength to a
visitor on site! A new bridge had to be
hurriedly but carefully constructed and
there was no way anyone was going to
fall through this one! 

In the meantime, more Amberteers
helped clear the pathway at the other
side of the larger bridge…another
mammoth task with more steps…
that leads down to the area that is
affectionately known as ‘The Swamp’!
While plans were drawn up with the
best way to traverse ‘The Swamp’,
work started on clearing the pathway
on the other side towards the finishing
point which was fairly steep, so guess
what, more steps! 

issues like conservation and fishing
laws. The project has got interest from
other areas of the country with a youth
club in Bradford on Avon hoping that
Kevin and his fishing group can visit
and teach them fishing. 



Amber fundraising 

Amber Rocks

A major fundraising event with a host
of celebrities was hosted by Eddie
Jordan and Marco Pierre White at
Frankie’s Italian Bar and Grill in
Knightsbridge to help Amber raise
funds for a new centre and by the
end of the evening a total of
£500,000 was reached. 

The event took the form of a private
party ‘lock in’ and after guests had
enjoyed the exclusive dinner prepared
by Marco, auctioneer Charlie Ross
raised a fantastic sum of money
thanks to some fabulous prizes that

competed nationally, and Billy is an
ex-professional footballer whose
career was cut short through a serious
leg injury playing football, so running
is second nature and they both
finished under 45 minutes and within
2 seconds of each other. For Katie
this was her first long distance run…
and she assures us it’s her last even
though it was an impressive 1 hour
15. “I was very nervous and worried –
I’m not designed for running! But
when the finish line came into view it
was quite possibly one of the most
amazing feelings – a huge sense of
achievement…BUT never again!”

Billy is now training for the New York
Marathon (watch this space!) and
raising more money for Amber, which
is terrific. If you would like to sponsor
Billy please contact Sue Crawford-
Condie on sue.condie@amberweb.org
or 02380 276531. 

More runners for Amber

Amber supporter Billy Mead, the
Chief Executive’s daughter Ali Drew
and Amber employee Katie Fairfax-
Ross represented Amber in the
annual British 10K Race in London.
They joined 26,000 people running
past some of London's finest and

world famous
landmarks to
complete the race 
in excellent times.
Ali is an 800m
athlete, having 

Mayor’s chosen charity

Amber has been chosen by The Mayor
of Trowbridge, Councillor John Knight,
as one of the two charities he is
supporting during his term in office
this year. The Mayor and Council
secretary, Trisha Carpenter, visited
Bythesea Lodge where, during a tour
of the premises, Amberteer Alex gave
the Mayor some instructions on how
to be a DJ. Amber looks forward to
being involved in the Town Council’s
events throughout the year...as the
Soap Box Derby testifies!

“Having experienced the enthusiasm of
the Amberteers helping out at one of the
local community fun days I concluded
that Amber was very worthy of help and
assistance, and I believe I have made a
good choice in having them as one of
my two chosen Mayoral Charities.”

included an evening at Frankie’s
donated by Marco for up to 150
guests with dinner, a recording
session donated by Mike Rutherford
at his studio and two Vectrix electric
bikes. Eddie’s band, The Robbers,
then performed a fabulous live gig
during which they were joined at
various stages by Barry McGuigan and
Damon Hill, Mike Rutherford, Roger
Taylor and Nick Mason, making the
whole evening an unforgettable night
of compassion, generosity and music
genius. Ross Kemp, David O’Leary
and Karen Millen were also guests.

Three young people from Amber went
along to the party and bravely stood
on stage to talk about Amber and how
it has helped them. Said Kevin “I am
usually a rather shy person so to stand

A great opportunity to support Amber by playing
Cashcascade, a lottery-style game based on players
choosing 5 lucky numbers or the lucky dip option,
which are automatically checked against the mid week

draw of the New York State Lottery. The game can be played on paper or
online with players having the chance of winning a new car or £50,000 and
Amber gains 45p in each £1 or £2 stake! Just visit www.cashcascade.org and
choose Amber or call Sue Crawford-Condie on 02380 276531

Marco Pierre White visits

When Amberteers heard that
acclaimed restaurateur Marco Pierre
White was coming to Amber they
couldn’t contain their enthusiasm. 
A group from Ashley Court began
writing and rehearsing a short play, 
a couple of budding musicians
perfected their guitar and singing
abilities, many more prepared display
boards of various projects they’d been
involved in and of course, the
budding chefs pulled out all the stops
to provide a superb buffet. Everyone
was delighted that Marco spent so
much time talking with them and
taking an interest in their work,

particularly Kevin who found he and
Marco shared a love for fishing. 

“On the surface these kids seem angry
but I’ve met them and they all have
strength and confidence inside them”
said Marco “I can’t help them to
change but I can share my story, try to
understand their story, and hope that
some of them are inspired to find their
own strength and confidence within
themselves.”

Amber fundraising

up in front of so many special people
and share such a personal experience
as my life story was very hard but I
thoroughly enjoyed it and was surprised
at how interested the audience was in a
relatively insignificant person and to be
told “I am a celebrity in my own right”. 
It was great to see so many people
showing great support for Amber”.

A huge thank you to Eddie and Marco
for such a fantastic fundraising event,
it was truly amazing and we are
delighted that the event is to be held
again in March 2009.



Chawleigh Fair Footie   

On a sunny June afternoon, Amber’s two
teams of Beckhams and Owens trekked
down to Chawleigh Fair for a five-a-side
tournament with 12 local teams. ‘The
Amberites’ consisted of Ryan, Paul,
Chris, Ali and Pete, and ‘The Mighty
Amber’ was a mixed bag including
Wendy, Nigel and Chris and two Amber
supporters. ‘The Mighty Amber’ tried
their best. Wendy’s tackling was pretty
scary, Nige had a good few shots and
Chris’ legs went everywhere -
unfortunately not always in the right
direction!! They were knocked out in the
first round but took their defeat well
and joined the supporters on the
sidelines to cheer on ‘The Amberites’.
They played hard and fast against rugby
players who clearly couldn't remember
which game they were playing, and got
through to the semi-finals. Success
eluded them in the last minute when
injuries of a broken wrist and a goalie’s
slipped disc took their toll. With raucous

Amber activities

Amber in the community

Amber gardeners

A team of Amberteers
from Ashley Court
helped clear the
vicarage garden ready for the annual
church fete in nearby Chulmleigh.
Copious supplies of coffee and
biscuits kept them energised as they
cleared overgrown flower beds,
trimmed back shrubs and generally
tidied up the garden. The Vicar
couldn’t believe the difference and
was absolutely delighted. Well done
guys…Amber Strikes Again!

Ian Chattington, Team Leader

SoapBox Derby

It wasn’t until the Friday before the
race that we built our kart having only
obtained a set of wheels the day
before. Together with Rick Wilson-
Rose and Kevin Hirst we  named
ourselves ‘The Three Amberteers’ and
the kart the ‘Shooting Star’. 

Unfortunately any luck wore off when
it came to race day. While setting up
for the race the entire front end of
the kart sheered off, leaving us less

Studley Green Fun Day

We arrived early to help out at the
Studley Green community fun day and
were soon given our duties with some
Amberteers in charge of running the
skittles and others helping on the cake
stands. Ric and me ran the BBQ. Our
hungry customers liked our gourmet
hot dogs and burgers so much that
we’d sold out before the afternoon was
over. After cleaning up we still had
time to enjoy the fun day – to see

fellow Amberteers trying their hand
at uni-cycling was very amusing. All
in all an absolutely fantastic day
out. We loved the community spirit
and are always willing to do more
volunteer work so we can show the
community what Amber is about. 

Laura Keates, Amberteer

Prodrive visit

Prodrive is one of the world’s leading
motorsport and automotive technology
businesses and to be picked to go to
such an event was great but what I
was going to see was just out of this
world. The visit started about 5 pm
with a film of all the cars they had in
the showroom – and old BMW M3,
Ford Mondeo Zetec, 2 Subaru world
rally cars, an Aston Martin touring car
but the one that took my eyes was a
2004 Honda F1 racing car. After the
film Jackie showed us around the
units which house the bare frames of
the cars right through to the finished
products. The place was spotless, you
could eat your food off the floor.

We were there about 3 hours and I
must say it felt like we were royalty, it

than half an hour to find a way to,
quite literally, bodge the kart together.
We just about managed this feat
thanks to a couple of screws taken
from elsewhere on the kart and a
whole roll of duct tape. 

This was not to last though, as the
front wheel fell off before we’d even
crossed the start line! (for which we
were awarded “Best Effort”)

Westbury Scout troop and a local
Trowbridge family soon came to
Amber’s aid by lending a couple of
karts that had run in the juniors races
and thanks to some great driving from
Kevin and Rick (and also a couple of
spectacular crashes from the latter),
Amber brought home second and
third place trophies to join their Best
Effort trophy and Rick was also the
proud winner of the consolation prize
for ‘Against all odds’ for attempting
the hill run with a very unstable kart.
Everyone fully enjoyed the rather
surprisingly successful and not so
surprisingly comical day.

To see the local community
supporting Amber was fantastic and
watch out Trowbridge we’re coming
back next year! 

Steven Robbins, Amberteer

was amazing and to top off the evening
we had a MacDonalds. Cheers Sponge,
it was a great day and a perfect
birthday present. 

Nathan Arnold, Amberteer

“It has been a pleasure meeting the
students from Amber. I have hosted
them on 3 separate occasions round our
site at Prodrive in Banbury. It’s good to
see and hear just how successful the
project is and the students are the
evidence to that, they were enthusiastic
and well behaved and you can see they
are looking forward to their futures. I'm
sure if they had not been given the
chance at Amber their paths would be
very different indeed.”  

Jackie Irwin, Prodrive

support, heads held high and a few free
fruit cocktails we all headed home for a
celebration dinner.

Sarah Pratt, Team Leader
Community Spotlight 
Community Spotlight on
Trowbridge takes place every
two years and this year it
teamed up with Veterans Day.
It’s a great opportunity for 
local support agencies and
companies to showboat who
they are and what they do and
to raise money for their causes.
Amber was delighted to be
invited to have a stall and join
such notables as the Lions
Club and the Armed Forces.

Amberteers from Bythesea
Lodge campaigned very hard to
promote Amber and to further
raise the local community’s
knowledge of what we do, as
well as raise money by selling
‘Pound for Life’ key rings and
entries into ‘The Great British
Duck Race’. Special thanks go
out to Rick Wilson-Rose and
Kevin Hirst for their
magnificent effort in helping 
to raise £150 on the day. 



Amber successes 

Amber successes 

Off to Afghanistan

With my Dad and brothers into drugs
it was hard to escape, particularly
when my brother spiked my drink with
drugs. I was just 16. By the time I
came to Amber I was in the gutter and
as low as I could get, living in a tent
and getting into more and more hard
drugs. Amber was the saving of me.

At Amber I did everything it offered.
Literacy and numeracy, Personal
Development Course, Exmoor base
camp and I really enjoyed the
Teamwork and Leadership course.
Amber was great from day one, it was
the stepping stone to me sorting out
my life and I still miss it and the
people today.

My dream and desire was to join the
army but I’d been in prison and they
told me I couldn’t join until my
convictions were spent. Eventually,
when I left Amber, I went on a 14
week course to see if I was suitable
and I got the ‘top student’ award. Two
months later I went for selection at
Purbright and passed with flying
colours. I was on my way. After a 26
week combat infantry course I was in
N. Ireland with the 2nd Battalion
Rifles and then off for a stint in

Kosovo. In January I’m off to
Afghanistan for 7 months. It’s
exciting but also rather scary, but not
as scary as knowing that if it wasn’t
for Amber I wouldn’t be where I am
today but still be on drugs and
sinking further into oblivion. 

Wayne, Amber success

Painting is the goal…at Wembley

Having arrived at Amber experiencing
problems with my family life I was
looking for direction, help and focus
to my life. I found it easy to get this
with Amber because of the special
way that it is set up. The freedom
that Amber gave me to think and
having supportive staff to talk through
my ideas helped me to find that
direction and plan how to get there. 

Former Amberteer is Fighting Fit!

Richard came to Amber to address a
variety of issues (Amphetamine abuse,
homelessness, mental health
paranoia) and while at Amber he
joined the Ashley Court Kickboxing
Club run by me. Richard trained hard
and showed a lot of promise and when
he left Amber and moved to Cornwall
he asked me if I could find out about
kickboxing clubs in his area so that he
could continue training. As I live and
train in Cornwall I was able to put him
in touch with my own coach.

On the 5th July Richard entered his
first competition, The English
Championships held in Kidderminster.
He entered the novice section and
placed 2nd. Not bad for his first
competition!!!

Barry Plechowicz, Team Leader

Success is the greatest inspiration

Before Amber I was a wreck. A 22
year old with two years of sleeping in
a public toilet and a three year prison
sentence behind me, going nowhere
and not wanting to go anywhere. I
met my girlfriend and was scared
she’d leave me if I didn’t clean
myself up. I searched the internet for
supported housing and Amber was
the first link, but it was clearly more
than just a place to stay. It sounded
too good to be true, finally an
organisation who wanted to put the
effort into changing people’s lives.

The decision to ring up Amber and
tell them about myself, my past and
to actually say I wanted to leave it all
behind and start afresh was a very
hard one. It took me almost a week to
actually build up the courage to make
the call but it’s a decision in my life I
have never regretted. 

I came to Amber’s Bythesea Lodge
centre in Trowbridge with nothing but
the clothes I was wearing, very little
confidence, no ambition or desire to do
anything with my life, a problem with
drug and alcohol dependency and very
poor ties with my family and friends. I
knew nothing about Trowbridge or

anyone there, which meant Trowbridge
knew nothing about me. It was the
perfect chance for a fresh start.

It was very refreshing coming to Amber
to meet people in a similar situation to
me who were doing the ‘Amber Thing’
and actually succeeding. They were
able to give excellent advice and it
showed me there was a light at the
end of the tunnel.

I am astounded at the person I am
today and where I have got to in such
a short time. Amber’s ‘Dreams and

Desires’ has given me and other
Amberteers something many of us
never had, a goal, something to aim
for and that lets us see all the little
successes along the way. Success is
the greatest inspiration. This is the
driving force of Amber and why the
houses have such a ‘get up and go’
atmosphere. Amber provides the
perfect environment and atmosphere
for people to really get on with their
lives, it just takes that little bit of
desire, effort and focus.

Rick, Amber success

I am now a self-employed painter and
decorator and am working at the
Wembley Stadium. I have been here
eight months now and it’s going great.
I have had the opportunity to see
England, Man Utd and this year’s
Charity Shield. I also get to go to
some of the Wembley concerts. 
I hope to get my NVQ Level 2 in
painting and decorating soon
and ultimately expand my
skills into interior design.

Thank you to everyone at
Amber, I would never
have made it this far
without you.

Shauna, Amber success



I would like to support Amber and enclose a donation of £..................................

Name

Address

Please treat all donations I make from the date of this 
declaration, until I notify you otherwise, as Gift Aid donations. 
I confirm I am an UK taxpayer.

Signature

Name in full

Date 

I would like to make a regular donation, please send a standing order form.

Please advise Amber if you change your name or address. 
You can cancel this declaration at any time by notifying Amber.

Data Protection requires us to advise you that we retain details of all our supporters on our database. Only necessary
information is kept to allow us to communicate effectively with you and at no time do we sell or exchange your details with
other organisations. If you do not wish us to keep your details do please let us know by emailing sue.condie@amberweb.org

GIFT AID DECLARATION
By signing this declaration Amber will receive an additional 28p for every £1 donated. We can claim Gift Aid
tax relief of 25p on every pound you give and HM Revenue & Customs will be paying a Government
supplement of 3p on every pound through its transitional provisions for Gift Aid donations made from 6 April
2008 until 5 April 2011. We can claim this relief provided you pay an amount of income tax and/or capital
gains tax at least equal to the tax that we reclaim on your donations in the tax year. If you are a higher rate
taxpayer you can personally benefit by claiming further tax relief in your Self-Assessment tax return.

With your help many more young people
like Wayne, Shauna, Barry and Rick 
could have a future to look forward to.
Please help us by sending a donation today.
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